
SIT RELAXED AND ENJOY
RECARO Maritime Seats
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ON THE RIGHT COURSE.
 WITH RECARO.

Wilhelm Reutter founded his body shop in 1906. Ever since, we’ve been obsessed with custom 

mobility, and Reutter’s passion lives on in the first two letters of our brand as well as in everything  

we do. We’re all about making driving safer, more comfortable and more controlled – a driving  

experience that you can really feel. We put people first. Every time. We’re equally obsessed with 

motorsport. Whatever record you broke yesterday, you aspire to beat it today. That’s why we’re  

constantly looking for ways for you to shave a little time off your next lap – safely. Winning is one thing.  

But to be a champion, you need to keep learning and developing.

Our seats are more than just a set of components. They’re made of innovation, quality, premium  

materials, craftsmanship and a serious passion for cars – and of course also for yachts. From the  

ultimate in comfort and ergonomics to uncompromising sporting flair, our products are as diverse

and exacting as the individuals who buy them. And always in the quality you expect from RECARO. 

Choose cutting-edge performance that puts you in the steering seat. 

With a RECARO Maritime Seat you always sail the right course.

MARITIME SEATS
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APPROVED BY RECARO

Seats used in the maritime environment are 
only approved by RECARO, when these seats 

are manufactured by SUN Marine Seats.

RECARO

UNPARALLELED 
PERFORMANCE. 

RECARO has been setting standards in automotive seating 

for decades: The product portfolio for the present and the 

future of automobiles brings together design, ergonomics 

and comfort with innovation, craftsmanship and premium 

quality. In this way, RECARO boat seats impress with their 

attractive design, perfect styling and ergonomic properties as 

well as the high quality of the materials and coverings used. 

The seats are also noted for being long-lasting and resilient.  

Did you ever test a RECARO seat? Then you know how good

it feels. It fits like a glove. And you feel like you’re sitting IN

the seat and not ON it. This is what all RECARO models have

in common. We call it Body Support. It's snug, supportive 

seat structure and side bolsters for excellent shoulder and 

torso support stabilize the body against lateral forces, 

cocooning it like a second skin. Feel the difference!

PERFORMANCE & ERGONOMICS

The extensive expertise of RECARO Automotive in the manufacture 
of vehicle seats has flowed into the development of the maritime seats 

by SUN Marine Seats, the authorized license partner of 
RECARO for Maritime Seats.

An ergonomic sitting position also means a comfortable position. Driving your boat or yacht should feel 

like a relaxing visit to the spa after a stressful week. With a range of smart comfort features and perfect seat 

contours that support your body, we make every journey an experience to savor. This support is vital, as being 

behind the wheel forces you to sit passively – one of the worst possible positions for your body. Depending 

on the route, driving style and weather conditions and factors like centrifugal force, deceleration and vibrations 

come into play, which is why many skippers complain of muscle tension, circulatory problems, headaches or 

concentration issues on long journeys. 

A good maritime seat has to compensate for these factors with support and protection: an ergonomic 

seat structure, body-hugging contours, firm upholstery, pronounced side bolsters and finely-tuned adjustment 

options along with breathable covers, and comfort features such as an extendable seat cushion, lumbar 

supports and an adjustable footrest, heating or air conditioning.

MAKE YOURSELF  
AT HOME. 

“The function of a product determines its form.  

As RECARO designers, our top priority is  

ergonomics – it’s all about the person in the seat:  

form follows human.“
Frank Beermann

Chief Engineer Industrial Design
RECARO Automotive Seating
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CRAFTSMANSHIPRECARO

From the heat of high summer to a frosty winter’s morning, the right temperature 

is essential for truly comfortable seating. So RECARO came up with an ingenious 

system. For hot weather, the seat has a breathable membrane and air conditioning 

system to wick away moisture, keeping you comfortably dry, but never cold. When 

temperatures drop below zero, RECARO seat heating keeps you pleasantly warm. 

UNCONDITIONAL COMFORT.

A RECARO seat is like a tailor-made suit. It fits 

perfectly, effortlessly underlining your unique 

personality by combining elegance, premium 

quality and individual style. Only products made 

with passion and skill make you feel this special. 

Crafted to perfection using the finest materials 

and consistent down to the tiniest detail, they say 

it all. 

RECARO is the brand for exclusive seats made 

precisely to your tastes. Alongside perfect fit, 

they boast intelligent design that combines the 

ultimate in functionality, ergonomics and looks. 

RECARO seats are available in a wide range of 

upholstery materials and colors. We’ll tailor your 

new seats to suit your personal preferences. 

CUSTOM SEATS.
TAILORED FOR 
PERFECTION.

Only the perfect combination of color, form and  
manufacture meets RECARO’s premium standards. 
It really is as comfortable as it looks! Ultra-light  
carbon, cutting-edge composites, and high-end 
foams and textiles complete our range of materials.

A great deal of traditional craftsmanship goes into
our seats. From the seams and cushions to the
superb finish, the finely honed skills of our 
craftsmen shine through. Not even the tiniest
detail escapes their expert eye. 

EVERY INCH 
LUXURIOUS. 

Hand-picked surfaces. Premium fabrics. Exclusive leather. 
Perfect stitching that draws the eye along the side contour. 

A RECARO seat fuses style, superb materials and 
outstanding craftsmanship for unparalleled quality. 
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MARITIME SEATS / RECARO ARCTIC MARITIME SEATS / RECARO ATLANTIC LT

Exemplary in terms of ergonomics and seating climate. Extremely low side bolsters and a flat 
seat cushion enable easy access. The RECARO Arctic – a unique package.

COMPLETE CLIMATE PACKAGE 
FOR YOUR HEALTH.
RECARO Arctic

Standard Features:
+ Electrical backrest angle adjustment
+ Electrical lumbar support
+ Heating
+ Ventilation
+ Backrest side bolsters adjustable (electric)
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Broad and very flat seat cushion
+ Seat cushion extension for individually
 adjustable thigh support
+ Tip-up armrests in fabric upholstery
+ Black fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

With its individually adjustable backrest side bolsters (which allow the seatback to be adjusted to suit 
the driver) and a long seat with pronounced side bolsters, the RECARO Atlantic LT is ideal for persons 
who value very good side support while driving. The seat carries a sporty design.

THE EXPERT FOR MOBILE SEATING – 
MODEL “LT”.
RECARO Atlantic LT

Standard Features:
+ Manual backrest angle adjustment
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Backrest side bolsters adjustable
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for individually
 adjustable thigh support
+ Tip up armrests in fabric upholstery
+ Black fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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The RECARO Outdoor is made without using steel parts. Inside the seat are only plastic parts and 
outside only mirror polished stainless steel. this makes the seat perfect for ourdoor use.

THE ONLY SUITABLE RECARO
FOR YOUR FLY-BRIDGE.
RECARO Atlantic Outdoor

Standard Features:
+ Seat special made for outdoor use
+ Backrest angle adjustable
+ Backrest release
+ Broad and flat seat cushion
+ Tip-up armrests
+ Waterproof upholstery, white 
 with a blue piping.

Options:
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

With its comfortable and supportive backrest and long seat cushion with high side bolsters, the RECARO 
Atlantic ensures an ergonomically correct posture whilst offering very good side support. The seat carries 
a more sporty design.

THE FIRST AND WELLKNOWN MODEL 
OF RECARO IN THE MARITIME SECTOR.
RECARO Atlantic

Standard Features:
+ Backrest angle adjustable
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for individually   
 adjustable thigh support
+ Broad seat cushion with pronounced
 lateral supports
+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery
+ Fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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The RECARO Outdoor is made without using steel parts. Inside the seat are only plastic parts and 
outside only mirror polished stainless steel. this makes the seat perfect for ourdoor use.

Options:
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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With its comfortable and supportive backrest and long seat cushion with high side bolsters, the RECARO 
Atlantic ensures an ergonomically correct posture whilst offering very good side support. The seat carries 

+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for individually   

+ Broad seat cushion with pronounced

+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

MARITIME SEATS / RECARO ATLANTIC OUTDOOR MARITIME SEATS / RECARO ATLANTIC
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MARITIME SEATS / RECARO CARIBBEAN MARITIME SEATS / RECARO CASPIAN

No other seat offers you more comfort: the RECARO Caribbean is the top model of the RECARO product 
range. For people who need to arrive at their destination feeling fresh – no matter how long the journey, 
or simply for those that demand the best!

COMFORT AND ERGONOMICS – 
ULTRA-CLASS.
RECARO Caribbean

Standard Features:
+ Electric backrest adjustment
+ Electric height adjustment
+ Electric tilt adjustment
+ Electric lumbar support
+ Adjustable backrest side bolsters (electric)
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for 
 individuallyadjustable thigh support
+ Adjustable
+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery
+ Black fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Heating and ventilation
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

The RECARO Caspian appeals to demanding individualists, for whom lifestyle doesn’t stop outside 
the helm area. Revolutionary technology, providing maximum comfort and optimum safety – packaged 
in an attractive sporting design.

COMFORT AND DESIGN IN PERFECT 
HARMONY.
RECARO Caspian, Caspian E, Caspian Deluxe

Standard Features:
+ Backrest angle adjustable
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for individually   
 adjustable thigh support
+ Broad seat cushion with pronounced
 lateral supports
+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery
+ Fabric upholstery

RECARO Caspian E
+  Standard features
+ Electric lumbar support
+ Electric tilt adjustment

RECARO Caspian Deluxe
+  Standard features
+ Heating and ventilation
+ Electric height and tilt adjustment
+ Electric backrest angle adjustment

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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MARITIME SEATS / RECARO NORTH SEA MARITIME SEATS / RECARO OFFSHORE

For captains who make the highest demands on themselves and their helm seat. RECARO North Sea – 
the seat that combines sportiness, comfort and ergonomics like no other.

A MARITIME SEAT 
PAR EXCELLENCE.
RECARO North Sea

Standard Features:
+ Backrest angle adjustable
+ Seatcushion extension for 
 individuallyadjustable thigh support
+ Lumbar support
+ Tip-up armrests in black leather

Options:
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

The RECARO O ffshore is the sporty way of seating. Classy and sporty in one seat.

THE MODEL FOR THE SPORTY
PEOPLE WITH FASTER BOATS.
RECARO Off shore

Standard Features:
+ Adjustable shell in hybrid construction   
 made from steel and polymer materials
+ Black leather/Dinamica
+ Belt guide for 4-point belt system
+ Firm upholstery gives the captain the   
 right feel for the waves
+ Strongly contoured shoulder support 
 relieves muscle tension
+ Well defined side bolsters for a firmer 
 sitting position, offering support when 
 he boat rolls
+ Integrated, fully upholstered headrest 
 for the best possible protection
+ Backrest adjustment on both sides 
 for simple, easy operation
+ In combination with our air suspension,  
 this seat is one of the best solutions for
 comfortable seating on fast boats

Options:
+ 4-point seat belt with mounting bracket
+ Complete leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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MARITIME SEATS / RECARO PACIFIC MARITIME SEATS / RECARO SOLENT

The classic among RECARO seats: for sophisticated demands on ergonomic yet comfortable seating. 
With its extensive standard features and numerous options, the RECARO Pacific has everything you 
require for comfortable journeys.

TOP ERGONOMICS.
TOP COMFORT.
RECARO Pacifi c

Standard Features:
+ Manual backrest adjustment
+ Electric height adjustment
+ Manual tilt adjustment
+ Electric lumbar support
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Headrest adjustable in height and angle
+ Seat cushion extension for individually-
 adjustable thigh support
+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery
+ Black fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Heating and ventilation
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)

The RECARO Solent is our low budget seat for use in fast boats. In combination with the suspension 
and safety belts the good alternative.

THE RECARO LOW BUDGET 
FAST SEAT.
RECARO Solent

Standard Features:
+ Backrest angle adjustable
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Broad seat cushion with pronounced
 lateral supports
+ Tip-up armrests with fabric upholstery
+ Fabric upholstery

Options:
+ Leather upholstery
+ Upholstery provided by customer
+ Lumbar support
+ Accessories (see page 18/19)
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Multi-Rail System

Footrests Without footplate Teak footplate Stainless steel footplate

Electric Pedestal Hydromar LD Cylinder

Carbon Pedestal Stainless Steel Fixed Pedestal

Hydromar HD Cylinder Air Suspension

Hydromar HD Pedestal Stainless Steel Pedestal with Gas Spring

ACCESSORIESRECARO MARITIME

RECARO MARITIME ACCESSORIES

The Multi-Rail system was designed to secure
the helmsman’s seat to the floor and at the
same time allowing the helmsman (with his
seat) to move. The Multi-Rail is fully made of
stainless steel making it corrosive resistant
even in humid atmospheres. The Multi-Rails
are available in standard lengths starting at
1.000 mm, with 500 mm increments till 2.000
mm, but can be made up to a maximum length
of 6.000 mm. Non standard lengths can be
supplied at a surcharge. The Multi-Rail was
originally designed as a flush mount rail, but
with the use of a bulkhead frame, it can also
be mounted on top of the floor.

+ Stainless Steel construction
+ Easy to mount
+ Top plate available in Teak, Duropal or   
 Stainless Steel
+ Suitable for multiple purposes

+ It is possible to mount these footrests under every 
 RECARO Maritime seat
+ There are two possibilities to mount the footrest, 
 this to change the fixed angle of the footplate
+ Adjustable angle of footplate
+ The footrests are available without footplate, with 
 Duropal footplate, with teak footplate and with 
 stainless steel footplate

+ Stainless Steel pedestal
+ The voltage is 24 V
+ Stroke is 150 mm
+ Caution! The seat mounted on the 
 pedestal can not rotate, but an additional 
 rotation unit is available

+ The Hydromar LD Cylinder is a 
 hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder is 
 150 mm adjustable.  
 The minimum height is 270 mm
+ The cylinder can is used on a foot 
 (see picture), the black aluminum 
 part (on the picture, in real it is 
 polished aluminium) is available in  
 the height 50, 100, 150, 200, 25 mm. 
 The minimum height of this 
 pedestal is 390 mm.

+ Electric pedestal with a modern look
 in carbon fibre
+ In its lowest position the pedestal is 350 mm  
 high with a stroke of 400 mm
+ Cables are routed internally through
 the pedestal so remain out of sight. 
+ The pedestal can be mounted either directly 
 to the deck or on a multi-rail.

+ The fixed Stainless Steel pedestal is not   
 adjustable in height
+ The pedestal is delivered with a length of 
 1.000 mm and can be cut at the length 
 you wish
+ The seat rotates 360°

+ The Hydromar HD Cylinder is a hydraulic 
 cylinder. The cylinder is 200 mm in height 
 adjustable. The minimum height of the 
 cylinder is 365 mm
+ A complete pedestal consist of two parts, 
 the cylinder and a stainless steel fixed part, 
 which is available in the height 50, 100, 
 150, 200, 250, 300 mm
+ The lever is used to pump up and lower 
 down the pedestal as well to engage the 
 brake for the rotation
+ The fixed stainless steel part is so constructed 
 that fitting the pedestal on the Multi-Rail is 
 very easy
+ Also available in complete stainless steel 
 version

+ This airsuspension unit can be used under
 every RECARO Maritime model
+ Developed specially for marine use with 
 additional stiffeners
+ The suspension is regulated by an internal 
 compressor which can be set to suit all   
 weights
+ The voltage for the compressor is 24 Volt DC
+ RECARO Northsea with (specially modified)  
 suspension unit fulfills the requirements 
 of the International Code of Safety 
 for High Speed Craft (HSC Code) 
 and is certified by Bureau Veritas

+ This pedestal is completely made of 
 stainless steel
+ Minimum height is 395 mm
+ The height adjustment is 200 mm
+ The lever is used to pump up and lower down  
 as well as to block the pedestal

+ Pedestal with gas spring, giving  
 190mm of height adjustment
+ Very stable with rotation that can be  
 locked in any postion
+ Available in polished stainless steel 
 (615-805mm height adjustment)
+ Also in matt black 
 (700-890mm height adjustment)
+ For direct mounting to deck or 
 Multi-Rail



Sun Marine Seats BV
Nijverheidsstraat 60/2
6681 LN Bemmel
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 26 325 89 37
Fax:  +31 26 325 99 63

E-mail:  info@sunmarineseats.nl
Internet:  www.sunmarineseats.nl JU
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